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For a long time although we’ve been belting out Taylor Swift’s eerily-similar-to-our-own-life breakup anthems to
obtain within the average person’s we have dated, the country crooner turned pop music star has effectively dated
a multitude of Hollywood heartthrobs. The ‚Reputation‘ singer is connected to artists and celebrities alike and it
has a penchant for memorialising her fallen relationships in lyrical type. From Jake Gyllenhaal to John Mayer, see
every lucky man whom has dated Taylor since she arrived to the limelight after her first record album Fearless.

Listed here is a appearance, if you wish, of all of the males Taylor has dated,
and which of her https://datingrating.net/polish-hearts-review tracks are in
regards to the relationship.
Joe Jonas (2008)
Taylor dated the Jonas that is former Brother now lead frontman of DNCE from July 2008 to October 2008. This is
Taylor’s very very very first general general public breakup, and perhaps many brutal being that Joe chose to do
the heartbreaking more than a phone call that is 27-second. The nation crooner’s tracks ‚Last Kiss‘ and ‚Forever
and Always‘ is considered to have already been discussing Jonas, while ‚ Holy Ground to her breakup‘ is a later
on, more good viewpoint from the short-lived relationship.
Taylor Swift and Joe Jonas during the 2008 MTV Video Music Awards at Paramount Pictures Studios on
September 7, 2008
Lucas Till (2009)
Taylor and Hollywood heartthrob Lucas Till dated just for a matter of months during 2009, after Lucas played the
neighbour that is next-door Taylor’s ‚You Belong With Me‘ music video clip. Lucas later on talked away
concerning the two’s brief attempt at dating, saying that by the end of this they were better as friends day . „We
dated for a little. But, there was clearly no friction because we had been too good,“ he told MTV. „We simply really
both liked each other??¦but most relationships work down result in get on and then chances are you cannot, then
you compensate and it is passionate, in accordance with us, i truly simply liked her as a pal. That??™s the only
reason why don’t work out.“
Lucas Till and Taylor Swift on pair of the ‚Hannah Montana film‘ 2009
Taylor Lautner (2009)
Whom could forget the Taylor/Taylor relationship of 2009? The 2 came across if they co-starred as senior high
school sweethearts into the romantic comedy Valentine’s Day. Taylor’s track ‚Back To December‘ – where she
sings „Your tanned epidermis, your sweet smile“, along with an apology for a rough evening in December – is
mostly about ex Lautner, plus the evening she dumped him.

Taylor Swift and Taylor Lautner sighting during the Alice+Olivia Boutique on
Robertson Blvd.
John Mayer (2009)
„It made me feel terrible because i did not deserve it,“ Mayer told Rolling rock in a 2012 meeting. „I’m very good
at using accountability now, and I also never ever did such a thing to deserve that. It had been a thing that is really
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lousy her doing.“ Later on, Mayer reacted musically together with his track ‚Paper Dolls‘ on their 2013 record
album Paradise Valley. „Don’t you would imagine I became too young become messed with? Your ex within the
gown, cried the way that is whole, i ought to’ve understood,“ he sings.
John Mayer (L) and Taylor Swift attend the launch of VEVO, December 2009
Cory Monteith (2010)
Though Taylor therefore the Glee celebrity never ever officially verified they certainly were dating, the 2 were
photographed together on numerous occasions. Taylor additionally plainly blushed whenever expected in the event
that two had dated from the Ellen DeGeneres Show. In the day’s Cory’s tragic death in July 2013, Taylor tweeted:
„Speechless. And also for the reason that is worst.“
Cory Monteith and singer Taylor Swift attend the 52nd yearly GRAMMY Awards, January 2010
Jake Gyllenhaal (2010-2011)
Certainly one of Taylor’s many general public relationships, the few had been frequently seen call at New York
City and Los Angeles. Rumour has it the few’s 10-year age space simply was not working so Jake called it quits.
‚The final Time‘ with words „Put my title towards the top of your list“ is reported to be about it relationship.
‚All Too Well‘ which documents the scarf that is infamous, can be about Gyllenhaal. This track references a
quantity of details particular with their relationship, including a vehicle journey to upstate ny and a Thanksgiving
supper at Maggie Gyllenhaal??™s household . Within the very first verse, Swift makes this fascinating claim: “ kept
my scarf here at your sibling’s household. And also you’ve nevertheless started using it in your cabinet
nevertheless“ to your dramatic end „Now you send right right right back my things and I also walk house alone,
you keep my old scarf from that first week ??˜Cause it reminds you of purity also it has the aroma of me
personally.“ Gyllenhaal happens to be photographed in years since putting on Taylor’s scarf, much towards the
entertainment and confusion of quick fans.
Jake Gyllenhaal attends l . a . Premiere Screening Of ‚Velvet Buzzsaw‘ at United states Cinematheque’s
Egyptian Theatre on January 28, 2019
Adam Younger (2011)

Owl City’s Adam younger never ever formally dated Taylor, with things
never ever escalating past some e-mails and another meeting that is face-toface.
Taylor ended up being so excited to generally meet Young that she later penned the track ‚Enchanted‘ about him.
She sings: “ All I am able to say can it be ended up being enchanting to meet up with you“. Young later on
circulated a cover type of Taylor’s track ‚Enchanted‘ on Valentine’s Day as he realised the track ended up being
about him.
Adam younger of Owl City attends Power 96.1’s Jingle Ball 2012 in the Philips Arena on 12, 2012 december
Chord Overstreet (2011)
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